African voters indicate lack of support for climate change policies
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Abstract

Will African voters support climate change policies? By 2020, the United Nations’ Green Climate Fund intends to provide tens of billions of dollars per year to African nations to support climate adaptation and mitigation policies. It is widely assumed that African citizens will support implementation of these climate policies. We observe the opposite result. In this article – across two experimental studies – we find evidence that Sub-Saharan African politicians who commit to climate change policies may lose electoral support. Electorally important swing voters with weak party affiliations are least likely to support party statements about climate change. Interviews with standing elected officials from Malawi and South Africa corroborate our experimental findings. The combined results suggest voter preferences may hinder the successful implementation of climate change policy in Sub-Saharan African democracies.
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“Climate change is not a winning electoral strategy. It’s not. Not at all.”
– South African District Councillor

1. Introduction

Climate change poses a dire threat to African well-being (Müller et al., 2011; Burke et al., 2009; Lobell et al., 2011). Recognizing this, the United Nations Green Climate Fund intends by 2020 to distribute billions of dollars of climate finance per year to African nations to support climate change adaptation and mitigation policies (van Kerkhoff et al., 2011). These long-run policies are designed to attenuate the severity of climate change’s impacts on the continent over the coming decades (Klein and Möhner, 2011). Successfully translating these funds into African climate resiliency is vital.

Unfortunately, there are numerous political barriers to enacting climate change policies on the continent. African democracies are characterized by poor political performance, high levels of corruption, and relatively low levels of political stability (Englebert, 2002). Holding office in Africa tends to be an efficient way for politicians to become wealthy at the expense of their citizenry (De Sardan, 1999). Politicians may simply steal funds earmarked for climate resilience policies for their own use or may allocate these funds only to have them diverted to projects unrelated to climate change or embezzled by subordinates (Blundo et al., 2006; Reinikka and Svensson, 2004). Even if climate resilience funds are successfully allocated by one politician, there is little guarantee that the results of the next election will not see the funds subsequently stripped (Brunner and Enting, 2014). Such politician-driven corruption is typically cited as the primary challenge to African climate policy implementation (Petherick, 2012).

Depictions like these assume African citizens desire climate policies and that negligent or corrupt politicians might produce failures in policy implementation. However, African voters may not prefer the implementation of policies required to build resilience to a changing climate. The low-levels of economic development on the continent leave the average African living on the equivalent of under five dollars per day (World Bank, 2012). At such low levels of income, short-term needs eclipse future considerations (Holden et al., 1998). These harsh economic realities have led to an African electoral politics characterized by the provisioning of immediate benefits – rather than policy promises – in exchange for votes (Vicente and Wantchekon, 2009). Gifts of corn, rice, chickens, and t-shirts buy votes in many African elections (Bratton, 2008). When the finite resources in African democracies are targeted to providing immediate benefits, fewer resources remain for longer-run policy implementation. These factors combine to make campaigning on and enacting policies with widespread and long-term benefits a poor political strategy in many African democracies (Englebert, 2002) (for more detail see Supplementary Information (SI): Policy and Elections in Africa).

Here we report on the results from two experimental studies combined with data from interviews with standing African politicians. We draw the first set of results from
large-scale campaign-related surveys we conducted in four districts of Malawi on the day prior to the country’s 2014 presidential and parliamentary elections. The second set of results come from – to our knowledge – the inaugural use of Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (MTurk) to study African political attitudes. We draw our qualitative data from interviews with office-holding Malawian and South African politicians.

With the data from these studies we examine four questions. First, might African voters reward politicians who emphasize climate change policies? Second, which voters – strong partisans or electorally important swing voters – are most affected by climate change policy messaging? Third, does including climate change policy as one item on a menu of other important policies on their policy platform increase support for African politicians? Fourth, do African voters believe that politicians espousing climate change policy are more likely to win office than those without climate policy platforms? Finally, we intersperse interview data throughout the following sections to examine African politicians’ opinions on each of the above questions.

2. Voter support for climate policy platforms

“Most people in Malawi don’t know much about climate change. If you talk of climate change, you are guaranteed to lose votes.”

– Malawian Member of Parliament

Might African voters reward their politicians for emphasizing climate change policies? To assess this first question, we conducted a large experiment embedded in a survey of Malawian voters on the day prior to Malawi’s 2014 presidential and parliamentary elections. The areas of Malawi we selected – highlighted in Figure 1 – represent diverse economic and demographic sectors of Malawi and are highly similar to many areas of other African nations (see SI: Malawi District Descriptions).

If there is an African nation where climate change policy is likely to be politically beneficial, it is Malawi. Malawi is a peaceful nation, elections are generally free and fair, and open political discussion and debate is relatively common (Bratton et al., 2005) (see SI: 2014 Malawian Elections for more details). The country is also highly rural and relies heavily on agricultural income, leaving it likely to be acutely affected by a changing climate (Chinowsky et al., 2014; Morton, 2007).

Our experiment randomly assigned Malawian voters in our survey to receive one of three experimental conditions. Experiments within the context of surveys, or ‘survey experiments’, randomly assign subjects to distinct information conditions and evaluate differences in responses across these conditions. They are frequently employed in the social sciences (Sniderman et al., 1991; Tomz and Van Houweling, 2009) and have been shown to alter both actual and reported behaviors (Berger et al., 2008; Hassin et al., 2007). In our experiment, we randomly assigned each subject to receive either (a) a Short-Run Climate Policy or (b) a Long-Run Climate Policy information condition in the style of common campaign messaging or to receive (c) the Control condition of no additional policy information. We designed our treatments to mimic the style of Malawian parties’ campaign messaging surrounding the election. We present the experimental conditions’ wording, delivered in Malawi’s Chichewa language, below.

Short-Run Climate Policy “Climate change makes farming harder, harming all Malawians. [Respondent’s preferred party] will immediately assist struggling farmers.”

Long-Run Climate Policy “Climate change makes farming harder, harming all Malawians. [Respondent’s preferred party] will improve the farming sector to make future farming easier.”

Control The control condition received no additional policy information.

Prior to administering the experimental conditions, our enumerators filtered out non-voters, obtained respondents’ preferred party, and measured the level of support respondents held for this preferred party – information that is freely given to researchers and polling firms in Malawi (Dionne and Dulani, 2014). After the receipt of treatment, participants were given a handful of intervening questions...
Figure 2: Long-run climate change policy treatment decreases voter support for their preferred party. This figure depicts the mean change in support for respondents’ preferred parties pre-treatment to post-treatment across treatment groups in the Malawian 2014 elections study (n=2,772). Error bars are SEM. Two stars indicate significant difference at the p=0.05 level. Respondents exposed to the long-run climate change policy platform information had significantly lower changes in support than did the control condition.

Figure 3: Long-run climate change policy most reduces support among weak party affiliates. This figure depicts the marginal effects from a regression of the interaction between pre-treatment party support and long-run climate change policy treatment on the post-treatment level of party support (Berry et al., 2012). Dashed error bars represent 95% confidence intervals. The rug plot along the x-axis depicts the jittered density of pre-treatment party support measured on a 1-5 discrete scale (“Indifferent” – “Completely”), with 4 (“Very Much”) being the median level of pre-treatment support. Marginal effects for weak party supporters are negative while those for strong party supporters are not significantly different from zero.

3. Heterogeneous effects among swing versus core voters

“So voters won’t support the issues that really deal with climate change.”

– South African District Councillor

Political party attachments are typically stable and can be difficult to sway (Schickler and Green, 1997). As a result, those strongly attached to their preferred party might...
be unlikely to alter their level of support, regardless of the treatment information provided. This fact leads to our second question: which voters – strong partisans or electorally important swing voters – are most affected by climate change policy messages?

To investigate this second question, we interact the long-run climate change treatment with levels of pre-treatment party support to examine the effect of this interaction on levels of post-treatment party support (see Figure 3). The results of this regression indicate that voters more weakly affiliated with their preferred party are those most likely to reduce their support for that party when presented with the long-run climate change policy treatment (regression interaction coefficient t-statistic: 2.096, p-value: 0.036) (see SI: Table S1). This fact is important, as weakly affiliated swing voters are vital for parties’ electoral contests and parties are unlikely to champion policies that alienate swing voters (Lindberg and Morrison, 2005). Of note, we observe no significant heterogeneous effect of pre-treatment party support on the short-run climate change policy treatment. Further, it is important to understand why swing voters may be less supportive of climate policy (Sherley et al., 2014). However, our data indicates that swing voters do not appear to differ significantly from core voters on any of the demographic variables we collected (including age, gender, and farming status).

The results from our Malawi survey experiment combine to suggest that climate change policies – rather than being advantageous to parties – may actually decrease party support and may decrease support most among electorally important swing voters. Malawian politicians, contacted after the election, supported this general conclusion. A ward councillor summarized his thoughts succinctly: “I did not emphasize climate change in my campaign. In Malawi, to win an election you need to talk about issues that affect people daily – like hunger and lack of clean water.” This politician awareness was further highlighted by climate change’s diminished role within Malawian parties’ 2014 campaign policy platforms. For example, the Democratic People’s Party, the ultimate winner of the election, mentioned climate change only three times in its over 21,000 word party manifesto, and climate change policy was virtually absent from the political debates surrounding the 2014 election.

4. Climate change versus other policy priorities

“I think that – being a developing country – although it’s important, climate change is not a priority here. We’re still focusing on local issues and trying to do job creation.”

– South African District Councillor

While our results from Malawi indicate that voters may not reward their politicians for taking up climate change policy platforms, they do not tell us whether or not climate change policy is preferred to other common policy platforms in Africa. This leads to our third question: does having a climate change policy platform as one item on a menu of other important policies increase support for pro-climate African politicians?

To evaluate this question, we employed a new feature of Amazon’s MTurk platform — the ability to restrict recruitment to only respondents from Africa — to study the policy preferences of Africans as they relate to climate change. We recruited 86 subjects from ten English-speaking African countries in total for the study (see Figure 4 for a depiction of the countries included). The number of subjects recruited is a reflection of the relative novelty of this platform – the size of the African subject pool is not yet large. We believe ours is the first use of this new opportunity to explore Africans’ political opinions.

In our experiment, we presented respondents with a simulated election involving two hypothetical candidates, A and B (Kim et al., 2014). In order to control for ballot order effects (Miller and Krosnick, 1998), we presented two distinct elections to our treatment and control groups. The first candidate, candidate A, had the same characteristics across each simulated election. In the control condition, subjects were assigned to an election where both candidates, A and B, had a platform of three policies randomly chosen from a set of the six most desired policies as indicated by Afrobarometer – a pan-African polling firm (Bratton et al., 2012) – unemployment, education, poverty,
healthcare, corruption, and sanitation.

In the treatment condition, candidate A again had three policies randomly assigned from the set of six desired policies. However, candidate B had a climate change policy platform: “Will work to address climate change” in addition to two randomly drawn, desired policies. We randomized policy order throughout to eliminate possible policy order effects (see SI: Simulated Election Experiment for experiment wording). After exposure to the platforms of the hypothetical African political candidates, respondents recorded their preferred candidate:

Vote Choice Which candidate would you prefer to vote for?

We take the difference between respondents’ desire to vote for candidate B in the treatment versus control condition as our primary outcome measure. In this simulated election, when candidate B campaigned on topics not including climate policy, they received approximately 50% of the vote share (this deviation from 50% in the control is likely due to ballot order effects). However when their policy platform included climate change in the treatment election, candidate B’s vote share plummeted to 32%, a large and statistically significant difference (two sided t-statistic: 2.569, p-value: 0.012, Cohen’s d: 0.56). Thus, campaigning on a climate change platform significantly and substantively reduced the vote share won by that candidate as compared to campaigning on one of the alternative policies (see Figure 5, panel (a)).

Of note, our sample of African MTurk respondents is markedly more educated than the median African voter and thus likely to have more informed opinions regarding the threats posed by climate change (Godfrey et al., 2012). Only one of our respondents indicated that they had never previously been exposed to the concept of climate change, 97% indicated the believed climate change was occurring, and 68% reported believing that climate change negatively affected their life.

This divergence in our sample’s awareness and concern about climate change from the median African voter is important, as lack of knowledge about climate change was a primary reason cited by African politicians for not campaigning on climate change policy. A South African politician stated: “If you speak about climate change to rural voters, you’re just speaking Greek – a language that they don’t understand. They just can’t relate, unless there’s an effort to educate them about the importance of climate change.” Our simulated election experiment indicates that even when African voters are well-educated about climate change they may still prefer their politicians to focus on policies with more immediate benefits. As a result of this markedly high level of awareness of climate change among our respondents, the vote choice effects we observe in this sample may present a lower bound; less educated African voters may punish pro-climate politicians even more acutely for campaigning on a topic they know little about.

5. Climate policy and likelihood of electoral success

“Voters are not concerned about climate change. They’re only concerned with bread and butter issues that are affecting them on a daily basis.”

– South African Member of Parliament

Do our respondents – regardless of their own preference on climate policy – perceive that campaigning on climate change will harm politicians’ electoral chances broadly? To examine this question, we asked our respondents their opinion on the chances of the hypothetical politicians winning a national election in their country:

Likely Winner If they were to run for leader of your country, which candidate do you think would win?

This measure encapsulates respondents beliefs about how their fellow citizens would respond to politicians’ adoption of climate change policy platforms. In our simulated election, when candidate B campaigned on topics not including climate policy, 49% of respondents projected them to with the election (see Figure 5, panel (b)). However when the candidate’s policy platform included climate change, only 17% of respondents projected they would win the election, a large and highly statistically significant reduction (two sided t-statistic: 3.228, p-value: 0.002, Cohen’s d: 0.72). Thus, campaigning on climate policy may be even less popular among Africa’s median voters than observed within our sample.

6. Discussion

“We never talked about climate change in our campaign. You can’t talk about climate change in an election here. Why would you?”

– Malawian Member of Parliament

Across two experimental studies we find that African voters are unlikely to reward – and may significantly punish – politicians for campaigning on climate change policy platforms. Respondents also indicated that they believe it is unlikely that pro-climate politicians would win election over candidates campaigning on more common policy issues. Interviews with standing politicians in both Malawi and South Africa corroborate these findings: every politician we interviewed suggested that campaigning on or enacting climate change policy at the expense of focusing on more pressing, immediate concerns could lead to their electoral demise. The quotes interspersed throughout this article represent a sampling of these opinions.
Figure 5: Hypothetical pro-climate African candidates receive fewer votes and are perceived as more likely to lose election. Panel (a) depicts the mean percentage of respondents’ vote received by hypothetical candidates (n=86). In the control task, respondents chose between two candidates with three randomized policy platforms that did not include climate change policy. The treatment task presented one of the candidates as supporting climate change policy as one of their three policy platforms. Panel (b) presents the mean percentage of respondents’ belief that the candidates would win the hypothetical election. Error bars are SEM. Three stars indicate significant difference at the p=0.01 level.

There are a number of reasons why campaigning on climate policies could be electorally costly to African politicians. The first might be that African voters have more pressing economic needs and expect their politicians to provide clientelistic benefits addressing these immediate needs, a concern relayed by politicians. Or – as evidenced by our MTurk experiment – even if voters do care about both longer-run policy and the threats posed by climate change, climate change policy may be low on the list of policy priorities. This could be due to a lack of knowledge of the likely severity of climate impacts (Jeffries, 2014) or because voters prefer politicians to focus on other policy priorities like corruption abatement or education.

While the combined results of our studies suggest the existence of significant political hurdles to the implementation of climate policy in Sub-Saharan African nations, our findings are subject to a handful of limitations and future studies may expand on these results in useful ways. First, our samples, while diverse, are not representative of Malawi or South Africa in particular nor of Sub-Saharan Africa in general. Future studies could examine the external validity of our findings when applied to contexts outside of our samples. Second, our Malawi experiment was not able to fully disentangle whether climate change policy was less appealing to voters as compared to other similar large-scale policy programs on other topics. Future studies should investigate the relative importance of the time horizon of climate policy as contrasted against the same time horizons associated with non-climate policies. Third, our Malawi experiment collected limited covariate information on voters. Future studies should collect additional voter information, specifically on swing voters, to better characterize the nature of these voters (Sherley et al., 2014). Finally, our MTurk experiment relies on hypothetical candidates with a limited set of policies that make up their policy platform. While the emphasis of few policies mirrors many electoral contexts in Sub-Saharan Africa, it would be instructive to see how our observed treatment effects might vary with the inclusion of more than three policies per candidate.

What are some of the policy implications of our findings? First, it is widely accepted that the primary goal of politicians in democratic nations is to win elections (Mayhew, 1974). For this reason, policies highlighted in electoral campaigns in Africa – if policies are discussed at all – must each bring clear electoral benefits. If African politicians deem that campaigning on climate policy hurts their electoral chances, they will be less likely to pursue such policies at all and may instead divert climate finance funds to other strategies aimed at more effectively winning votes (Petherick, 2012). Thus any attempts to enable African politicians to enact climate policy should consider politicians’ need to address the immediate concerns of their voters in addition to longer-run climate threats. Perhaps policy programs that couple funding for long-run climate policies with funding for programs that provide immediate benefits to citizens could prove politically palatable to Sub-Saharan voters. Second, for African politicians who personally desire to implement climate policy, a helpful electoral strategy could include emphasizing some of the immediate co-benefits of climate policy in their country (West et al., 2013). Third, lack of information about climate change threats does not appear to be at the root of the problem, as our MTurk sample was highly informed.
about climate threats. Even in spite of this they did not support climate policies. Thus, a focus on only spreading information about climate change may be ineffective at swaying political opinions on the topic. Finally, and perhaps most importantly, for international policymakers interested in supporting climate change mitigation and adaptation in the subcontinent, it is vital to account for the domestic politics that will determine the success or failure of such policies in developing African nations in the future (Schreurs, 2008). Future studies are needed to investigate the potential of such strategies to successfully alter support for climate policy in Sub-Saharan nations.

Ultimately, if climate change policies do not enable politicians to win votes, then such policies are unlikely to be enacted. From the evidence available, it appears that African voters may not prefer their politicians to focus on climate adaptation policies. It also appears that African politicians are aware of their voters’ climate preferences. These facts combine to indicate that domestic African political realities may undermine international attempts to improve African climate resilience.

7. Methods

The fieldwork for our Malawi election survey experiment consisted of a month in Malawi spent orchestrating the details of the day-before-election survey. Upon arrival, we hired local enumerator managers recommended by our contacts at the National Statistical Office of Malawi. Our managers assisted us with planning, designing, and translating of the surveys and survey experiments into Chichewa, the primary language of Malawi. Each enumerator manager forward and backward translated each question and treatment to ensure accuracy.

With the assistance of the enumerator managers, we recruited and trained 131 survey enumerators to deploy on the day prior to the election in four different districts of the country – Lilongwe, Neno, Salima, and Zomba. We selected these districts to capture a broad sample of Malawians: urban and rural, varied socioeconomic strata, and diverse local political environments. Our enumerators employed a random walk strategy to recruit passersby voters in public areas throughout these districts, ensuring no subjects would be sampled more than once. In our sample, forty-eight percent of recruited subjects were female, thirty-seven percent were farmers, and the typical age of respondents was between 31 and 45 years.

To conduct the MTurk simulated election experiment, we opted to allow MTurk respondents who recorded their residence as falling within an English-speaking African nation to take our survey. The survey itself was administered via Qualtrics’ online survey software platform, and random assignment to experimental condition was performed via Qualtrics’ randomization tool.

Our sample size goal for this experiment was 200 respondents. In total, 208 individuals completed some portion of our survey. However, the MTurk platform’s location screening capabilities are limited, as they are based upon self-report. Fortunately, Qualtrics records the country of origin of the IP address of respondents. We were able to use Qualtrics country data to screen out all likely non-African respondents from the sample, leaving 86 respondents whose IP address originated within Africa and who answered our main outcome variables. Non-African respondents in our initial sample were primarily located within the United States.

Finally, to conduct our interviews we followed up via the telephone with twelve politicians whose contact information we had garnered over the course of our fieldwork in Malawi and South Africa, respectively. In these interviews, we questioned politicians on their opinions regarding the likely success of climate change policies in their countries, and whether or not they would consider campaigning on climate change in upcoming elections. These interviews averaged ten minutes in length.
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